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The logistics operation considered is imbedded in a system that is

subject to damage. Natural attrition and -induced attrition can both oc-

cur. This system is concerned With the availability and/or use of several

different types of items during a specified period of t-e. T p se

of logistics is to furnish transportation, reduce natural attrition through

maintenance, and return damaged items to operational condition. The capa-

bility of the logistics operation is examined by sii-ulating the operation

of the entire system for the specified time period. The damage received

by the various parts of the system depends on the situation at the start

of the time period, the use made of the items, the nature of the induced

attrition, and maintenance procedures, etc. Attrition Occurs on a proba-

bility distribution basis and is introduced by a Monte Carlo procedure.

The time required to return a damaged item to operational condition depends

on the type of damage, the damage received by other items., the character-

istics of the logistics operation, damage received by the logistics part of

the system, etc. To obtain the sim-lation model, the overall system is

divided into subsystems on the basis of the use and location of the items,

the properties of the logistics operation, etc. The time scale used is

discrete; i.e., al1 important effects are considered to occur durig one

of a specified finite set of time intervals. The same form of sim-lation

model is used for representing the operation of each subsystem for each

time interval. That is, the mathematical model has the same functional

form but the variables in this functional form can differ with the sub-

system and time interval. These subsystems can interact in Ma ways;

e.g., items can be transferred between subsystemsp damse received in

one subsystem can affect the logistics operations in other subsystems.,
etc. Usin timeA s the basis for coordination among subsyste the math-

ematical model and random assigments for attrition can be programed on

a high speed computer. The sinulation is performed by first obtajning the

operational results for all subsystems at the first time considered; then,

using the results for the first t, the results are obtained for the

second time; etc. Examination of the subsystem results for each time in-

terval should furnish a good indication of the capabilities of the logistics

operation. Repetitions of this simlation furnish an Indication of the

effects of statistical variation.



In practice, logistics operations are virtually always parts of sys

ttems which are devoted to the accomplishment of One or more specified pur-

poses. Then the suitability Of a given logistics operation, Or the relative
desirabities of several competitive logistics operations, ordinarily ea

not be determined independently of the system characteristics. In fadt, the

worth of a logistics operation seems to be most meaningfau--y evfluated by

consideration of the behavior of the system when this logistics operation

4 is used.

When a system is eXtensive ad complicated, a deterministic e6 ation

of its detailed operation is seldom feasible, even by the use of simlation

and high-speed covters. If allowance is also made for random effects,

such as damage, the difficulty of eXamining the system operation in detail

is greatly increased. However, by suitable aggregation of detail so that

only the important effects are considered the principal characteristics of

the operation of a system can often be simulated U a feasible manner, even

when random damage occurs. The purpose of this paper is to present a model

of a somewhat- general nature for performing s-mations of this type.

For the simastion model presented, the system in which the logistics

operation is imbedded is not of a completely general nature. The viewpoint
adopted is that the purse of the simulation is to examine the logistics

operation under realistic ciru tances. This purpose can often be accom-

plgshed to a reasonable eXtet by limiting consideration to steMs whch

are concerned with the use and avilability of various Vpes of items and



for which the "strategies" for system operation are restricted to transfer

of items within the system and to maintenance and repair capabilities.

Here natural an induced damage to the items are the only random effects

that are introduced, and these depend on probability distributions vhlich,

during the time period considered, are influenced only by happenings with-

in the system.

The Major lOss of generality in the model presented is that, during

the time perod considered, the probabiity distbtions for -inuced at-

trition are influenced ol by occurrences within the system cont-ining the

logistics operation. Often the induced attrition arises from a separate sys-

tem. Then the interactions between the two system during the time interval,

and their effect on the operation strategies adopted by the systems, can be
important in evaluating the behavior of the system containi the ogistics

operation. However, when the principal interest is in the logistics oper-

ation, the restricted system considered in this paper should be satisfactory
in most cases. Actually, by Judicious specification of the functional forms

for the probability distributions of induced attritionp the effects of the
second system can usu be at least rough approxated. When a realistic

evaluation of the behavior of the entire system is desired, a separate simu-

lation model can be developed for the system influencing the induced attrition.

Then the combination of the two systems can be sjmuated by relating the two

models through their strategies and the probability distributions for induced

damage.

In the model, damage can occur s the result of induced attrition and/or

natur-a attrition. As opposed to induced attrition, which arises from unusual
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causes and can be deliberately introduced by another system, natural sat-

trition represents the random d e that occurs in the ordinay dw*-tOi-

day operation of the system.

A characteristic of the seimuatiwo model presented is that some of the

strategies (those involvin transfer of items) can be chosen on the basis

of an estimation Of the future behavior of the system. That is, suppse

that the system operation has been simlated, up to the end of a given time

interval; using these observed results, the future system behavior is antici-

pated by assuming that the attrition levels that have been observed are the

actual attrition levels for future time interveas. This procedure gener-

alizes the less realistic procedure of fijing these strategies prior to the

sisfulation ad includes the fixed strategy situation as a special case.

A fundamental part of the development of the simulation model is the

conversion of the continuous situation for system operation to an approxi-

mately equivalent discrete situation which is feasible for Simulation on a

high-speed computer. This is accomished by dividing the time period during

which simulation Is to be performed into time intervals of equal, lengt and

by dividing the system into appropriate subsystems. The selection of the

subsystem and the basic time interval depends on the system considered and

is determined on a Judgment basis.

Every subsystem is concerned with the operation and the transportation

of items. Sam of the subsystems are slso concerned with the performance of

maitenance and/or the rep-air of damage for Items. All operations of the

system occur as a resut of the use of the items in th system These oper-

ationg include the logistics functions of transportation, maintenae, and



repair; in fact, some of the itms are introduced exclusibv for the lo-

gistics part of the system. Also some of the subsystems are included fOr

special purposes; that is, some subsystems are introduced for the perform-

ance of maintenance and/or repai while others are -included for the removal

from the system or the introduction into the system of item.

Starting with the initial condition of the s-stem (specified), the sinmu-

lation is performed Over all subsystems for the first time interval. Here,

and at all steps, the damage actually received is introduced by a Monte

Carlo procedure. On the basuis of the initial conditions and the results

at the end of the first ti me interval, the siallation is conducted for the

second time Intervl. In a stepwise fashion, this procedure is continued

until the condition of the system at the end of the final time interval is
detemined. The totity of rests, fo all the time intervas, cOnstitutes

a simulation of the behavior Of the system. Several independent repetitions

of this simulation should furnish a good indication of the statistical var-

ation in system operation that is due to the random character of the damage

received.

In the mathematical model, each item that occurs in the system operation

is considered separately. Roughly stated, the breakdown used for the model
is made with respect to the time interval cosidere -h item considered

the type of item, the subsystem location of the item, the status (e.g., in

operation, in transit to repair, in maintenance) of t item, the mi ec

schedule for the item, and the anticipated future-location sche f r the

item. Of these, the time interval considered and the location for the item
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considered receive the principal attention in the model. in fact, as In-

dicated by the relationships that are used to state the mathematical Model,

the same form of silation Model can be used for each eombination of time

interval, item, and item location; that is, Vith little losS in generality,

the mathematical model can be considered to have a fixed un ctional fors

which involves variables that depend on the time interval, item, and item

location. avIng fixed functional foms of this nature s con ee from

the viewpoint of simulation on a high-speed computer. Nmely., the problem

is reduced to that of dete the values of the variables that occurin

the fixed functional, forma.

The specification of the mathematical model is made in general terns.

'That is, the available values that are sufficient to determine a new value

are alvays explicitly identified; however, the function of these values that

furnishes the new value is seldom explicitly stated. The model is suffj"

cient y general to represent many situations of interest but does not con-

cern itself with the problem of explicitly determining the various functions

that occur in its statement. For each given system to be stmulated, this

problem would ordinaly be solved by a technical examination of the pro-

perties and the purposes of the system.

The model presented represents an appreciable a gation of detail.

However, in spite of this consolidation, a very large nuber of evaluations

mist be made for each time interval. In factj =1ess care is exer-cised in

selecting the basic time interval, the subsystems, the tyes of items, the

functional fozm, the levels of maintenance considered, the levels of daage



that can be received. etc., even the model presented may be too massive for

simulation on any presently available high peed computer.

Simdlations of the type considered seem to be most vuluable for develop-

ing an understanding of a logistics operation that is imbedded in a complicated

system, These simulations should also be useful in examining the relative

desirability Of stated logistics strategies and the relative desirability of

specified logistics operations.

The next section, RM4AkS CONC NI( To3 WVDE, contains statements of

a more detailed nature about the characteristics of the sim-lation model.

The quantities that occur in the model are identified and defined in the

folloving section, which is titled DO TION OF NOWTION. The next to last

section, ASMWTONS AND CONTIONS, contains statements concernin limit-

ations of the model and about some of its properties. The final section,

ETI-ONAL I 'IONSIMS AND MRTHD4AI'CAL 1D=, contains the sta t of

the general simulation model.
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RDAK ONCERNG wmomE

The mathematical model presented for simulation uses involves so

may different quantities and is of such a complicated nature that no

attempt will be made to give a detailed wxd description of &ll its pro-

perties. The o-y description given that covers all the detais of te

model is of a techncal character; the next three sections of the paper

are devoted to this description. However, discussions do seem to be

warranted for some of the properties of the model and these discussions

are given in this section.

In addition to the transfer schedules, Various other quatities in

the model have the characteristics of "strategies"; that is, these quan-

tities have influence on the system operation and, at least to some exw-

tent, can be deliberately specified. Some of these strategies are in-

cluded in the condition of the system at the begnnin of the time period.

Some of the others are represented by the explicit statements of the

functions that are used in parts of the mathematical model; that is,

these functional forms ar determined by the characteristics of the system
and improvement of these characteristics is one metWd of i ov the

system operation. For exmple, the functional forms for the times spent

in transit, in maintenance, and in re represent Strateies of this

type. The maintenance schedules specified for the items represent stra-

gies of another type, since they influence the probability distributions

for natral attrition. Invest~tion Of the effects of te strategies on

the syste behavior is perhaps the mst important reason for simultin

the system operatin.
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The maintenance schedule for an item is expressed in terms of the

accumulated amount of operational time for that item (Accumulated from

the beginning of the time period being simulated). However, an interva

of time during which an item is in operational condition does not nec-

essarily represent a full interval of operational time for that item.

In fact, the amount of operational time accu ulated durin a me interval

in which an item is in operational condition can depend on the time interal

considered, the subsystem location of the item, the item type, whether the

item is in transit, the number of other items of this type in this sub-

system at this time) etc. An item accumulates no operational time durin-g

a time interval if it is not in operational condition at both the begining

and the end of this interval. Although accumulated operational time is not

necessarily expressed as an inteVal number of time intervals, the mainte-

nance schedules are expressed in -this fashion. An item which was in an

operational status at the beginning of a time interval needs maintenance

at the end of this interval if its accumulated operational time eus or

exceeds a critical value in the maintenance schedule at the end of the time

interval.

At the end of each time interval, the transfer schedules that are to

be introduced for items are chosen by anticipating the future behavior of

the system. Since the system operation for future time intervals also in-.

volves the selection of transfer schedules at these future times. the amunt

of computation required in entimating the future behavior can easily reach

an infeasible level. In many cases, adOpt1n specified schedules for the



items that are not used in the logistics operation may be desirable. Re-

striatin the opportunity to make schedule changes to every third or fourth

time interval represents another possibility for reducing the amount of

computation. An important part of the mathematical model is an efficiency

criterion for similtaneously decid i, at the end of each time interval,

which combination of the eligible transfer schedus is to be used. A satis-

factory specification of this criterion, for each time interval, represents

a difficult problem that must be solved for each system that is simulated.
FOr item of a given type, the damage that can be received b an item

is represented by a finite set of levels; also a common set of levls is
used for representig the kinds of maint ce that an item can be scheduled

to undergo. To simplify the presentation, the number of damage levs is

considered to be the same for all types of items and the number of majnten -

ance levels is taken to be the same for all types of items. Tis simpli-

fication results in no loss of generality since not all of the levels need

to be used for every type of item. In general, the meanings of the levels

may differ greatly from one type of item to another. The procedure of
A using levels is evidently suitable for maintenance and should nearly alvws

furnish an acceptable representation of damage, if enough damage levels are

used.

At the eond of any given time interval, the level of future natural

a and the level of future induced da can each be estimated as the

average of the observed values over all the time intervals up to and including

the given interval. Here the estimates are for the average duogo durJg

a singe time interva and ar ob tained for every omination of item type



and subsystet. Tenthe anticipated r Lre behavior of the system is pre-

dicted by starting with the situation it the end of the given time intervl

and simuating the future system operatoin under the assumption that the

observed average values equal the actud damage values for each of the future

time intervals. Here probability ente: only- in a very restricted sense, and

is introduced by a Monte cajlo process, Specifically, let an average attrition

value be stated in the form I + f, where I is a non-egative integer and f

is a non-negative proper fraction; thefhe daMage level actually used Ls

selected on. a Monte Carlo basis and haehe value I with probabily i - f

and the value I + 1 vith probability f, 'his random rounding of an average

da e value to one of the damage levels considered can be done (independently)

for each combination of item and futur -tIme interval. In this manner, a

definite damage level is determined foratach item at- each future time interval.

For a given subsystem, a different *-y Of logistics item might be needed

for each combination of logistics taskowrd item t-ye. Somtimes, however, one

type of logistics item performs the se logistics function for items of sev-

eral types. Consequently, grouplings off'tems of several different t-yps can

occur i the determination of the efft-s of numers of items on the logistics

operation for a subsystem.
Fina , e wide rane of applicit:-ion for the siimltion model pre-

sented should probably be emphasized. !Mbe principal restrictions imposed by

the mathematical model we of a geae x nature; nely, statements of which

available values are sufficient for te' determination of a new value. Mius

the model is applicable for the sledse,0o of any system for which a b ic



time intervalj a set of sUbsystems, etc., c6a b6 determined so that the

relations actuall-y satisfied (to a reasonable approimtioa) depentd on

the isme sets of variables as those for the corresponding relations in

the model. Of course, if only a subset of the set of available values

specified by the model is needed for determining8 the new value, the re-

lation stated in the mathematical model is satisfied.



ntensive use is made of symboim in. presenting the functional form

of the matheatical ndel for a specified subsystem at a given time. Follov-

-e defitions for this notation. These definitions should also be

useful in identifying the factors that are explicitly considered in the sma-

lation model presented.

t time interval considered (t .. ,T

u = identification number for af item (u L ...,u)

v = classification type for uth item (v p,...,V). Here

types 1,...,L refer to non-logistics items while types

L+ ,...,.V refer to logistics items

/= M subsystem locatiOn of u-th item during the t-th t

interval. The subsysteus are identified by the nmbers

l,..J; a(0) is specified initial condition

su(t) = status of u-th iteem at end of t-th time interval; a(Q)

is specified initial condition. Seven different status

levels are considered:

Level 1 a iten in operation (not In traust)

Level 2 a item operational but in transit

Level 3 r item in transit to receive maintenance

Level 4 a item in transit for repair of damage that is

at different level from that present at end

of previous time interval



Level 5 a item ini transit for repair of damage that is

at dam level as that present at end of previous

time interval

Level 6 a veceiving maintenance

Level 7 91receiving repair

TO (u) (t) adewmlaated anount of operational time at ena of t-th interval.-

(5) maintenance schedule for u-th item; depends on acisaated

amount of operational time for that item

MUETOW~t = maintenance level needed by u-ith item at end of t-th time

interval. Maintenance levels considered are 0.,1,. ,M Vhere

level 0 denotes that no maintenance needed

d t level of damage from natural attrition -received by umth item

during t-th time interval (in addition to induced damae re-

ceived in this time interval and damage present at beginning

of interval). Level. considered for damage from anyr source

are 0,1, s..D. , D, here level 0 denotes that no damage received

d(u) (t) =lev'el of damage fro inued attrition received by um-tbah item

during t-ith tim interval (in addition to natural damage re-

ceived in this tim interval and damage present at beginning

of interval)

(u(d=t prObaility that u-th ite vill receive uatural Awuag of

level d during t-th ti interval (4 =- O-i,...,D). 1he value
of d (t is a random choice fron hsdsrt prbblt-

distribution



p(u)(dt) =probabiliy that u-th item will- receiv indUced dage of

level d during t-th time interval (d -~,.,) The value

of A-1 u(t) is a random choice from this discrete probability

distribution

DN(u)(t~j) arixth~metical. average of d--(')(t!) over alJl tt t and all u!1

such that v v and j-,(tu j

D)--(U)(toj) =arithmetical average of d-(u')(tt) ovrall t' -5 t and all ul

Such that v, ,= v - and iu,(t',) =j

du(t overall damage. level of u-tb item at end of t-th time iiitervial;

d( is, specified -initial condition

t0 (u) (t) =anticipated number of additional time intervals, aftter t-th,

required for u-th item to become operational1; here <U) (t) 0

implies that S (t) =1 or 2. Determined by starting with situ-

ation at end of t-th interval and simulating results for :future

time -intervals under assumption that d (u#)(ts) v= D-(U)tt,'Jus(tg)]

and dl(u')(t,) =D1 Cu' (t,J ,(tt)] for t' > t and aUll U' set

equa to T + 1 -t If item not anticipated to be in operation

by end of Te-th interval

S(ui) ()=anticipated mber of additional time Intervals, after t-th,

required for u-tb item to complete transit (chng ofsbytems)

here to Mu)(M 0 ijnlies4 that u-tb item not inj transit at end

of t-th interval. Detexmined by starting with pituaition. at end

of t-th interval and siwlating results for future time Intervals

under the assumpio that C(u')I) D I(UIkt,04(I) a

-N UM91 W



d1(U')(tt) D, D(U' ) ju(tI)] for t' > t and all U; set

equal to T + 1t if transit not aticipated to be completed

by end, of T-th interval

ti()(t anticipated mnmber of additional time intervalsp After t-th,

required for maintenance to be completed for u-th item;- here

tM(U(t) 0 implies that u-th itemt not receiving maintenance

at end of t-th interval. Determined by startin ith situatic

at end of t-th interval and simul-ating results for future time

intervals under the assumption that d1(u')(to) = (lc~

and d.(t') = D1 [tLtpj (t')3 for t, 4.t and all.u'; get

equal to T + 1 -t if miaintenance not anticipated to be completed

'by end off T-th -interval

tr (U)(t) =anticipated number o f additional time intervals, after tmth,

required for repair to be completed for u-th item, here t_(u)(t).

&0 Implies that u-th item not receiving repair at end of t-th

interval. Determined by starting whstation at endl of t-th

interval and siuflating results for future time Intervals under

the assumption that %~(U')(tI) o D(U')1t.J,(tI)] an dfl)(1

=D(u')[tpJu(t')3 for t> t' and all U'; set euatoT+ t

if repair not anticipated to be completed by end of T-th inte~rVl

ir(u) (t) =subsystem -in which u-pth item receiving maintenance drngth
Mtime -interval; -here -Jm-(u)(t) =0 imple htut im nt~

receiving mitncedring t-th interval t



jr (u)(t) - subsystem in which u-th item receiving repair during t-th

time Interval; here r( u)(t) = imlies that u.-th item not

receiving repair during t-th interval

n(t,v, j) = mber of ope-atioa ite of type v (status 1 or 2)

-in subsystem a at end of t-th time interval Aiah were

in status 1 at beginning of this interval

BV( t, ) -lower bound for nmber of items of ty" V that are desired

to be in operation (status 1) in subsystem j at end of t-th

time interval

n(t,v,j .,j ) = number of items of tye v and in operation (status 1) in

subsystem 1. at end of t-th time interval that are scheduled

to begLn transit to subsystem J2 at en of t-th -interval;

schedule can be stated in term of n t, v,J). Several possible

schedules can be specified for n t, v, ja ) with the schedule
1 12

selected bein determined by the anticipated future behavior

of the system for each possibility, under the assumption that

P!/ -(U)(t.) - D(U)[t,u(tt)] ()( = DI(U)[tJu(t)]

for t' > t and all u. These possible schedules are denoted by
(k 5 )

n, us (t'v' )j j))s 1 1_, 2)
na(tva,_) = emmber of items of type v and in operation (status 1) in sub-

system J at end of t-th tim interval that- actull bein

transit to subsystem a at end of t-th interval

u[ tva ( t) a] - queun priority assigned u-th item in selection of which items-U~t'VU-J U~):j2 qU -ng-prI



of type vu and status 1 at and of t-th time intern-a- are to

start transit from aubsystem J (t) to subsystem j at end ofU

t-th interval; qt, Vuaj(t),J a ] is Positive for s(t) e I

and zero otherwise

s (t,v,) = specification of the in-transit subsystem locationas, in

given order, for an operational item (status 2) of type v

that began transit from stbsystem j aad at end of t-th time

interval; last of these subsystems is destination of item.

The item changes from stetaw 2 to status 1 when the desti-

nation subsystem, denoted by j (ttv,a), reached -in operation-

&I condition. Several alternative specifications of in-transit

subsystem locations could be given with upecification selected

being determined b- the anticip ure behavior of the

system under the aesumption tha t (u)(t' ) = D(u) t-,'(t')]
dj(u)(t ' ) = 1(U)[ttJ W(t)] for t > t' and all u. These

(ko)
alternatives are denoted by So  (t,v,), ko = 1,."Ko(t ' v' j)

S(tvm,) = specification of the in-transit subsystem locations, In given

order, for an item of type v needing maintenance at level m

which began transit from subsystem 3 =n at end of t-th time

interval; last of these subsystems is destination of item for

receiving maintenance. The item changes from status 3 -o status

6 when the destination subsystem reached in undamaged condition.

Several alternative specifications of in-transit subsystem

locations could be given with specification selected being



determoined by the anticipated future behavior of the System

under the assumtion that d,<u)(tt) r(U)[tt ) gnd

d. (u)(t) =- DI,(U)(tI1 u(to)] for t 5- t' and all U. These

alternatives are denoted by SM ( )(t)v..mpj), k =i 1,

SR( t, V, dj) sp~ecification of the in-transit subsystem -locations, in given

order) for aft item of type v needing repair oflvlddamae

ivhich began transit for repair of this level of damage from

subsystem j and at end of t-th time interval. Several altern-

ative Spec ifications of in-transit subsystem locations could

be given with specification selectedabeing determiined by the

future behavior of the system under the assumption that

(u(t NututI ad(u))(t- D(U)t,3u(tt)]

for t, > t' and all u. These alternatives are denoted by

(R)

e(t) =efficiency criterion for slMflta-neous.y s-etn he

strategies 45 (t..v,JPJ')P~ 0 (t,v.J), t vm,) and

(kc
S,(t,vjd,j) from the sets of possibilities (nas (tvj,))S 12

(k tv,) S'(t,vlrn'j))p and (SR (tvd))

Determined by starting with situation at end of t-ti time

interval and simulatng results for future time intervals

under the assumption that d N ()t') ; DU)[t,,j(t)j an

dj(U)(tt) z-ju)[t.,ju(tt)) for to > t and all u. Here,. for

t <to : t + t*(t)p the n(tj 1 2 Q40(',.J~ OW V.A
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and, S%(t',v, dj) are determined from e(t'), i general, all

possible selections for these strategies wast be considered.

For t' > t t (t), however, each of these strategies ise
uniquely specified on the basis of an efficieacy criterion

e[t';tpte(t)] that is detenined by the actual afd antici-

pated results (all possible combinations of selections) for

the situations existig at the end of time intervals up to

and including t + te (t)

g (v,.,mJ) pe of logistics item that is used for tzaaspOrtation -in

subsystem J of in-0transit items of IVpe v, damage level d,

an, needing maintenance of level m. Here -intransit items

are grouped with respect to type, damage level, maintenance

level needed, and subsystem location in such a manner that

all items of a group can be handled by the same type -of

logistics item; hence many comblnations of values for

v~d,m,j may yield the same value for gC(v~d~m.,). Note

that one or both of d and m are zero

4(vjm,i) = type of logistics item used for maintenance of items of

type v that e receiving maintenance at level a in sub-

system3

g(vd J) pe of logsics item used for repair of item. of t yp v

that are receiving repair of level d damage in subsystem J

NC(tt',gc) anticipated mnber Qintransit item ia -tsyte

the end of each of the time intervals t + p,..,t + t' 1 T

that are transport in this subsystem by logistics items

of %p g A* Is vector detei starti gS with



situation at end of t-th Interval and aimat ing esults

for time Interva t + l0.1.t + t' under the assumption

thiat ~a,(u)(tf) DN(u)[tju(V)] and d,-u(tI) -lutjw)

for t+ 1 t'o < t+ t' and allu

IMX(t~tI,gX~) = anticipated mbuber of items in maintenance in suibsystem j

at the end of each of the ti-m intervals t + l.,t+ t! < T

that ame handled in maintenance in this subsystem by 1ogiv ics

item Of type Sk. This vector deterMined by starting vith

situation at end of to-th interval and sii a, reftu ts for

time intervals t + l.,t+ t' under the assumption that

M()(tn') N (uOtat t) an (u)(t..) - l(U)t(tH)

for t + 1 -5 tV : t + t' and all Ui

N,~tt,~J anticipated number of items in repair in subsystem j at

the end of each of the time intervals t + 1..,t + t' 1 - T

that are handl-ed in repair in this subsystem by items of

type g.This vector determined by starting with situa~tion

at end of t-th interva and siwlating results for time

intervals t + I...t+ t I under the aaumption thiat (t)

D ~ (u(u)(ttlt)) so d- Wut,J (t) for
-NDI u

t +1 -gt" 5t + V' anid all u
Nf(tpt',gJ = aticipated niumber of aoiis items of tye ghtare

in operation (status 1) in susystim j at the end of each

of the time intervals t + 1: ... ,it + tV : T. =hs vector

determined by. startn -lt ~uation at end of t-th intra



and almlatidn- resuts for time intervals t + 1,., +

under the assumption that, d- (u)[(-) ()tt) j(tI)] I an

a-, ~ (u(" z (u)ttj (t")] for t + 1 t t" 5 t + t ad

all u

t- tv, t(o),j(o~)Ij (t)] anticipated additional nube of tim e Intervals required,

after t-th interval,. for Operational item Of typ V that

began transit at the end of time interval t(o) from Sub-

system j (o) and which is nov -in subsystem Jo (t) to com

plete transit in j -(t) . Determined on basis of W6 (t.,t'

C0)and N(t,t9,g)j)i val ue of tjOtot A ,JOj)]i

Specified initial condition. Set eqba to T + 1 m- t if

transit -in j 0 (t) not anticipated to be comleted by end

Of T-th interval. Item leaves a transit subsystem and

enters next subsystem Specified by S0 (t(o), vjO) )vhen
-

J (tI vpt (0),j (O) subsystem location dur~ing t-ath time inter~val for oper-
0

ational unit (status 2) of type v that began transit at

the end of time interval t(o) from subsyse j()

tN~t)v)M~t M )4 J(M M(t)] anticipated additional number of tim intervals required,

after tmth interval, for item of type v that needs nwain-

tenance of level m, began transit at end of time interval

t(M) from subpsystem J314, and -is nov -in subsysem J~)

to complete transit in JM,(t). Determined on basis of

NM~~t-jgM4)and N(tt',g,.J); value of u ip]. ()()Y



JM(O)] is Specified initial condition.o get equal to

T + 1. t if transit it JM(t), not anticipated to be

completed by end of T.-th interval. item leaves a

transit subsystem and enters next subsystem specified

by ;Sk(t (M) ,v~mj) Vuent ttv~mt tM , 1(M 0J~)~

j M(t, vlm, t(M),.j (M) subsystem location during t-th tim interval for item

of type v that needs maintenance of level m and began

transit at end of tim interval t(M) from subsystem j (M)

t -tvd t J~j~) anticipated additiona umer of tim intervals required,

after tomth -interval, for item of type v that needis repair

of damage level d, began transit for repar of this level

of damage at the end of tim -intervjal t(R) from subsystemi

J() aiicl is now in subsystem~ JM(t), to complete transit

of j M(t). Determined on basis, of iL(t-'t')gRl,3) and

N~~'gJ;value of t( vd~(R)uAj(R) )jR(O)] is

specified initial condition. Set equal to T + 1 - t

-if transit in J-(t) not anticipated to be completed by

end of Ta-th interval. Item leaves a transit subsystem

and enters next sudbystem specified by 8%(t(R),vv,3(R))

A=e tR(t'v'dP,t (R4(Rj ,jx(t)J 0

3~(~v~~t(),(R) = ubystem location during t-th ti-- interval for it~ of

type v that needs repair of level 4dbwuge and which began

transit for repair of d--g at this level at the end of

tim interva t(R) rM subsytm
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a(0)(t) - location of u-th item during t-tht± trvlwe

this item operational and in transit (statua. 2) tit end

of (t - l)-th -interval

tu (0)(t) -anticipated number of additional tiuM-e intervals, after

., for domletion of transit In subsystem -; u ) o

u-tii item, whe-n this item in status 2 at edd of (t a l)w-th

interval. Determined on basis of t 0[tjvjt(o),A (6),a 0O(t)]

Cu(4 t) ak location cof u.-th item during t-th t~i-e inter vwhen

this i~tem in transit to maintenance (status 3) at end

of (t l)-th interval

t(M t) =- anticipasted mber. of additional3 time intervals, ater

tg.th, for completion of transit in subsystem j ( M (t)

for u-th item, when tWi item in status 3 at end of

(t - l)-th Interval. Determined on basis Of t~O.mtM.JMjJ~)

(k)(t) =location of u-th item during t-th tim interval when

this item in transit to repair (status 4 or 5) at end

of (t - l)-th Interval

t) anicpated number of additilonal ti-m intervals,, after

t-th, for completion of transit in subsystem j B) (t)

for u-th item, when thi item in status 4 or 5 at end

of (t 1l)-th interval. Determined on basis of

T,( t, v..u, ) -anticipated umber of tUm Intervals to compwletion

of maintenane for Item of tMrp v that begins maintenance
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of level.m in diubsystft j at the end of the t-th time

interval. Determined on the basis of SM(t) t', j m n

SNtitg~j) for t' sufficientl.y -large. get equal to

'T + 1 - t if mintenance not anticipate to be cavleted

by end of T-th interval

T( t V, djJ) snanticip-ated niber of tim intervals to completion of

repair for item of V"~ v that begins repair of -level

d damage in subsystem j at the end of the t-wth time

interval. Determined on the basis of N%(t~t' 'gj and

NNtt',j) -for t' sufficientay -lare. act equal to

T+ 1-t if repair not anticipated to be ca.taeted b

end of T-th intez'val

'(0 fuAMtionl Used for stating whether the u-th item is chosen

to begin transit at, the end of the t-.th interval when it

was in operation (status 1-) at beginning of this time

interval. Has value 0 if su(t - )1 but u-th item

not chosen to begin transit; has value 1 if a (t - 1) =1
u

and item c-hosen to bgin W triansit; has value 2 otherwsae

Tu0 (t) moust recent tim interval, up to and including -tb suph

tW (M))T(0(0
T()(t) mo~st recent tim interval, up to ;ad includin t-th, such

that ?.U(TO(U)fTU(M)(t)]) > 0 but KU(TOWu)T (m)(t) . 1]) 4 0

T mtoust recent tim intervalutoadicungth sc

tha Tu a)(t)] dE(T u R(t) >
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Its ((t) Most recent tim inteival, to to and inaludin-g t-th, dah

tha~t ta(u)tj (U)(t) -ii > 0 or K(~k~)t ]

mto.ust recent, tim interva L, tp to and Including t-wth, such

that tC'(U),t Jr(U) (t) 1] > 0 Or d,'t(U) (t) - ] 0

n0(tv~dmJ -amber of Itm of trpe vp darning level do and needing

maintenance at level an that are in transit In. subsystema

at end of t-mth tim Intrval

n,~(~v~~j)a nmber of Items off t -p v that are r-cevnmatenc

of level a in subsystem j at end of t-th tim ifter~va1

zk(tpypd, ) - iaber Of item of VWyp V that are receiving repair of

dueat level d in srubsystem a at end of t-th tift interva

n0 (t, V, j) * umber of itns of tyrpe v in operation (status 1) in sujbsystem

Jat end of t-th tim interval; n, (0,voj) is specified initial
0

condition



ASSUfTN -AND CODTONS

The model developed must satisfy some assumptions if the sal-ation

is to furnish an acceptable appro~dmtion to, the Operation of the systemt

being considered. These assumptions, which afe concerned with the approX-

imation of a continuous situation by a discrete situation, cea be stated

as follows:

(a) The basic time interval chosen for use is s enough to yield

a reasonable approximation to the situation of continuous time.

(b) The basic time interval and the subsystems are such that the

random damage received in one subsystem can be considered inde

pendent of the random damage received in any other subsystem

during the same time interval.
(c) The sibsystems are uncom ica-d e for their required pro-

perties to be satisfied to a reasonable approximation. That is,

the use of these subsystems, in conjunction with the conditions

and relationships specified by the model, furnishes an accepta-

ble representation of the system behavior when the other sss-

tions hold.

Whether assumptions (a)-(c) are acceptable for a given--ize basic time -in-4

terval and a specified set of subsystems depends on the system being approx-

imated and on the conditions and relationships Imposed by the mdel.

The functional relationships used in specifying the mathematical mode

are stated in the next section. Separtely, some conditions are adopted

for the operation of the model. These con ditions serve two purposes. First,

some fund nta logistics priorities re specified, Second, the sixigtiou



model is sig-Plified without touch curtailmt of its Senz'liV41 ad appii.

cabli. The condlitions iv~psd a"e

-1. After comletion of Maintenance or repair, en itaft is con-

sidered to be operational (stats 1) for at least one time

inte'r Val

2. Repair of damage tAkes precedence over Maintenance. When

an item needing maintenance or receiving Maintenance is

damaged, the item first receives repair. Uo~ required mi-

tenants id then performed as if it were :first comin-g due in

the subsystem where the repair was coapleted. Functionally,

this is accomplished by slighl reducing the value ofT

which has a value which speciid A t Maintenance is due, when

the item becomes damaged; then maintenance ill Immediately be-

come due as the item becomes operational At the end oreair.

Thus, the model is such that an item can not siniltaneously be

damaged and need maintenance.

3. After a change of status because of the need for ma-intea

or the need for repair, an item is considered to be in transit

(perhaps in the sam subsysvtem) for at least one ti-m i.nterval

before Mainte a or repair is started.

~.For each combination of values for time Interval, subsystem

location, Vwpe of Item,. level of dam-age, and maintea leveol

needed, the schedlead transfer is to a single destnation sub-

systep and by. use of aL single route (secified by the in-transit

subsystems and their order In the transit).
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. If an item becomes due for maintenance or receives damage

while in tra-nit, it is treated if it vere anitem (not

-in transit) of the subsystem where this status change occurr'ed.

6. if a damaged item becomes further dm-aged, it is treated a

if the total ty of damage were just received in the subsystem

where it is nov located. Amoy repair already received for the

previous damage level is not considered. Hwevero, the repar

received is taken -nto 0consideration -in ecii ho much the

45 Vues of djl(u)(t) and d(u)(t) are to increase the Value of

dt 1).

7q- Ch nes n the ch teristics of an item that occur during

a given time interval do not have azy effect on the other

items until at least one time interval later.

8. An item stys in each of its subsystem locations for at least

one time interval.

These conditions are used, sometimes omly implicitl J in the statement of

the functiona reltionsh a -g the quantities occurring In the mathe-

matical model.

?:4
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FUNTIOALRZLTIOS ND &T~&TCAL MHDNL

1he mathematical model for the sioation consists of the statement

of a method whereby knowledge of al the pertinent quantities up to and

including the end of the (t - l)-th tim interval can be used to evaluate

these quantities at the end of the t-th interval This model, Oombined

with the given initial conditions for the system, can be used for uinu-

lating the system operation over all the time inter s consided. Here

the pertinent quantities for each time interval are those defined in the

DfW TON OF NOTATION.

As already mentioned, the general simulation Moel presented is not

of a detailed nature, with the other values that are used to determine a

given qanati1ty only being identified in Many cases. That is, in the

statement of the model, the evaluation of a given q=Ltity is often ex-

pressed in the form of an unspecified function of specified quaatities at

stated tines. Thus the other values which are sufficient for evmluation

of this quantity am stated but the form of the function used 1n the

evaluation is not always stated. Of course, for a simulation of any given

system, these functions would be specified on the basis of the properties

of the system considered.

This section fulfills a dual purpose. First, for each quantity con-

sidered, the other values that are sufficient for determination of this

quantity are specified. Second, the order in which Ti-ctiona relations

for quantities are presented furnishes a statement of the mathematical

model for the slmlation. That is, this order is such that the specified

values used for determinin-g a quantity are alws previously evaluated,
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on the basis or quantities Vehich have already occurred in the ordering

&a/or quantities for preceding time intevals. I-A situations involving

anticipated future behavior of the systemt, the sijmilation is projected into

the future but is based e~lusively on vralues that have already been detrm

mined.

7he quantities n0o(tjvjj), nC-(tjv~dp,rn,J), MtI.) and nR(t..Vpdpj)

are determined by direct examination of the situation at the end of the

tath time -interval, whi±le cu(o)(t) is determined by this ex-maimation And

the value of Ou(t - 1). fte ~ , 0 vdmJ,~vuif~~,)

and KIET'] do not depend ont the tift interv'al ownsidered. vbi)e the V( t, 3)
are specified independently of the simlation. Mle Values Of T, U, V, L,

J, 4, And D are specified., Some of the other quantities vere defined in

a functional form in the DEINITION OF NOTATION. The remaining qua-

tities that occur in the slwlastion model depend on the folloving forms

Of functional rltosis

T-(~~jJu t-tt-~~,),t(.m3,J

J 3 0 t3(.lvt)3O)t l .. it(o) J(o)p

jo(t-, ~Vo),3Po)),s 0 (t(o)sVx3(o))) for t

t > t(o) and equals J(O) fort.a t(o)



v oo () ( to) (0)! t (O)t ),%(Oo) ),.))Nta

SMt'),0, (t, ,())Jt (') pn

tj tfor t V. t()

Nct A t AM) J (t1,Mt 34[v t1vmt),(), 3 (.ly

t )It~t~lI

= a (t1ti4) ( M R),~tid



vi,J) fOr t > tg ad equas

(FR) ro t , = R

t~ tv~~(R),j(R),J ~,,(R),j(R))] =ttvdt(R),J(R),Jtvdt()())

(R (t))4 (9)((o

R(t)) V. i ~cN )0

(N)(u() ()

tu Mt = %,~t,v~,i4(T 0([ u (M) (t) U " ) (t),

40(t) JR(t,v ,du(TU tIT ()



Jut aJ (b-i) whel su (t-il) 4,6, or' 7

4t)when du(tim1) = 2

-J(m)(t) when s (tw1) 3

wA't hen 5a (t-1) 4 I or5

(U)d.;b)v 2j PNdtvUtU)%t1VUtJfct-i-, vU.Ad(t-1),

pi ~ ~ ~ ~ (); (d()t'd t v t

~ (U)(~t)(U)

(u)d.-) PEJ;tv (t).,;d (.' , (tOi)..,Dj =(tpvd

U- u
d~() ~ud(tO)pm~) d)(tp)t, 0U(1 n~~~
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M(t) .0 v t~)t > 0 or if = 0

ttut M 0 i tut t) (R oifd(t) =or, 0 tYjttua t )

Bm u UJ o 1. utr u U

tI~)8)0 ftc(uD)(t) > 0 or(Uif)Ju[Tr (u)(t)]) oteri0



to (1)(t) 0 Vhen dut)= 0 and %tl'tl- 0

vn( (U)(tt) >0 aM t+. (u)(t >0

~t) 0e t)(VOj(t ) >0c

-hf gmutTa) hnxtou(t) 0 aaat t0()t

- (U)t wn(t)+ t) >0 endtc (u)(t) l Vhe

(u) (U t) &A()

j~~~~ut (t =0 Aned MT(t]Co ~()>

T (u) (t) 5 0 sad t.(t) 0 (t)>

4i Ju(T(t)] other-vise

u(t) m I. vbsn to(u)(t) m opt c('4)(t)I

- 2 iihmi 40 (uW(t) w o,tc(u)(t) > Q

*b 1; whe t(t) > Q(up4()(t-) > Op.ET ()> 0



.4 when t0(u)(t) > otc(u)(t > Ood&p() > &gp1)

- hen to>u()5 Oltc (u)(t) > o,du(t) > od(t)

=6 whaf to0 (u)(M)5. o) t-()ft O.IU T- ~L0 (U)(tM >o

- heft t (U)(t) > ot(U)(t) ftOpdU~t 0

q.tttuvvuij(t),J 2] =s~ -)d~~T~)t*T~l(~

ISulofor all i', Such that VU VUJUM() J

Bul(tm-l) 0 jUt and M ,(T(u')(t)] a

n~ (t.9v,J) n1 (t~ja 0 (t~l v~j);,d- t,&(ko() o l

u, Such that VU vsau(t)=3, and a t-)l

na(t~j.vp J )mi-(n (t#v~j1 si~ mAO.n (t,v~j - (t..j2

e(t) wfunction that can depend on any of the sIMIWlaed

actual reSmlts (up to end of t-th interval) and any

of the anticipated future results for al1 Possible

combined choices for the present aid futue strategiep

@t;tst*(t)] = untion that can dopndo any of- Ih acul auts
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(up to end Of t-th interval) and any of the antici-

pated future results that are obtained on basis of

situation at end of t'-th interval, vhere t' :- t + te(t

-strategies that are chosen from all codbinatiobs of

possibilities by Anticipating future behavior of

systemn, along lines specified in the

DUINITION OP 1=- UpAnd use of e(t); deter-mine's

-functions that are directly obtained by anticipating

future behavior of Wrstem (as outlined the

DD'IUTION OF NOTATION) using the selected strategies

This completes the statement of the functional relationships ung

the various quantities that occur in the simulation model presented. The

mathematical model funhished by these relationships, and their order of

presnai, Seat b ufcientl-Y general for use in the investigto

of maw types of logistics situations.
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